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Sunday Services and Logo

    I am pleased to share that after a long wait, we are
legally allowed to meet for services in person again at a
low capacity. While we have been recording online we
can now have more people in person and possibly even
visitors. We have been working on a church logo and
below is the rough draft that will soon be our signature
for our You tube channel, event advertisements and so
on. 

OVERVIEW:

Less Restrictions
New Logo
Retreat and Summer Plans

   As restrictions lift I am able to
meet with more people again for
walks, coffee and so on. I am still
doing networking online, doing
some in person Bible studies,
weekly team meetings, services,
and online development. I have a
new camera to help with
photography outreach and
recording You tube videos. I have
spent some time studying
Estonian online and practicing in
the market.



    This last month I had the opportunity to speak for a

Wavemakers' conference on missions and mindset

where I had the opportunity to speak about mindset

difficulties I have had in Estonia, as well as how I am

learning to overcome them. It was a blessing to have

an opportunity to speak as well as to reflect on what I

am learning and how I have grown. You can find the

video here.

https://youtu.be/Uz6OKMb4L3k

Four Mindsets That Promote Peace

   This past week I took my

opportunity to take a few

days off and away in

anticipation of a busy

summer. This last weekend

we had our church retreat in

Tallinn where I was able to

see other members of the

body for the first time in

about a year. We worked on

planning summer camp with

the youth and reconnected

with members over food,

games, and travel.  I travelled

to the camp with Pille and

her daughters by train to the

retreat. It was a good

bonding experience that will

open the door to teaching

Bible lessons to them over

the summer and having them

involved in our summer VBS.

Church Retreat and
Summer Plans

    It is hard to believe that

Maria will be coming in just

two weeks! We have been

planning the summer with

community service projects, a

three week Let's Start Talking

campaign teaching

conversational English from

the Bible, and so on. Tartu is in

full spring and the city has also

come back to life with many

people having picnics outside

and spending the sunny days

by the river.

    Vaccinations became open

to everyone in Estonia today

and I have hope that I will be

vaccinated by the end of the

summer. As more people

become vaccinated, our

opportunities for outreach

will increase. I am excited for

the opportunities ahead as

we plan to help with two

summer camps and other

events.


